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Abstract

We examine gravity, topography, and magnetic field data along the well-preserved Martian dichotomy boundary between 1051 and

1801E to better understand the origin and modification of the dichotomy boundary. Admittance modeling indicates bottom-loading for

the Amenthes region (105–1351E) with crustal and elastic thickness estimates of 15–40 km, and 15–35 km and top-loading for the Aeolis

region (145–1801E) with crustal and elastic thickness estimates of 10–20 km and 10–15 km, respectively. There is a general trend from

bottom-loading in the west, to top-loading in the east. The bottom-loading signature near Amenthes may reflect its proximity to the

Isidis basin or a broad valley southeast of Isidis. Surface volcanic deposits may produce the top-loading seen at Aeolis. Additional

processes such as erosion and faulting have clearly affected the dichotomy and may contribute to the loading signature. Low elastic

thickness estimates are consistent with loading in the Noachian, when heat flow was high. Significant Bouguer and isostatic gravity

anomalies in these areas indicate substantial variations in the crustal density structure. Crater age dating indicates that major surface

modification occurred early in the Noachian, and the small elastic thickness estimates also suggest that subsurface modification occurred

in the Noachian. Magnetic and gravity anomalies show comparable spatial scales (several hundred kilometers). The similarity in scale

and the constant ratio of the amplitudes of the isostatic and Bouguer gravity to the magnetic anomalies along the dichotomy suggest a

common origin for the anomalies. Igneous intrusion and/or local thinning or thickening of the crust, possibly with a contribution from

hydrothermal alteration, are the most likely mechanisms to create the observed anomalies.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mars’ global dichotomy boundary separates the rela-
tively smooth northern lowlands from the heavily cratered
southern highlands. It is a fundamental feature of the
planet, yet its origin is not well understood. Studies have
proposed endogenic and exogenic models as mechanisms
for dichotomy formation. Endogenic models include
thinning or thickening of the crust and/or lithosphere
above a degree 1 mantle convection pattern (Schubert and
Lingenfelter, 1973; Wise et al., 1979a, b; Breuer et al., 1997,
1998; Zhong and Zuber, 2001) and resurfacing due to plate
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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tectonics (Sleep, 1994). Exogenic models include single
(Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984) or multiple (Frey and
Schultz, 1988) impact events.
This study focuses on the relatively well-preserved region

of the dichotomy boundary from 1051 to 1801E. This
region has not been affected by major impact basins or
volcanic centers. Unlike the Arabia Terra section of the
dichotomy, the slope between the highland–lowland
transition is relatively high and the increase in crustal
thickness is rapid (Zuber et al., 2000; Neumann et al.,
2004). We seek to understand the compensation mechan-
isms and lithospheric structure in this region, as well as the
nature of the magnetized crust. Ultimately, the goal is to
understand the origin of the dichotomy boundary and its
subsequent modification. We compare our results
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with a similar study of the Ismenius region (Smrekar et al.,
2004).

The study area is divided into two parts, which we call
Amenthes (105–1351E, 151S–151N) and Aeolis (145–1801E,
251S–51N), based on nearby mapping quadrangles (Fig. 1).
The boundaries were chosen in an attempt to avoid the
gravity signatures of Elysium Mons and the Isidis impact
basin. The transition in the crustal thickness in both areas
parallels the topography.
2. Data

Free-air gravity and topography data used are specified
on 11 Cartesian grids derived from the spherical harmonic
gravity model MGS95I (an update of Yuan et al. (2001),
carried out to degree and order 95) computed to degree and
order 50, and the MOLA topography, respectively. The J2
term has been removed. The gravity and topography are
calculated with respect to the center of mass using a
reference radius of 3397 km. Fields computed to degree and
order 70 were also examined, but appeared, at least locally,
to contain artifacts. We model the gravity and topography
data out to a relatively conservative degree and order of 50
to prevent over-interpretation of the data. The degree
Fig. 1. Free-air gravity anomalies (top), and topography (bottom). The black

study areas.
strength of the gravity field is the degree at which the noise
and signal in the power spectra have approximately equal
amplitudes. The spacecraft altitude and local degree
strength are approximately 400 and 425 km (degrees and
order 50), respectively, although the data are downward
continued to the surface. We use values of 2900 kg/m3,
3500 kg/m3, 9� 1010 Pa, and 0.25 for crustal density,
mantle density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively. The magnetic field model we consider is the
equivalent point source inversion of Langlais et al. (2004).
Langlais et al. (2004) use both AeroBraking (AB) and
nighttime Science Phase Orbit (SPO) (�150 km orbital
altitude) and Mapping Orbit (MO) (�400 km orbital
altitude) data in their inversion. The magnetic anomaly
fields have been calculated at an altitude of 160 km. The
resolution of the magnetic field data is inherently higher
than the gravity data due to the incorporation of magnetic
data from the low-altitude AB phase.
3. Methods

The admittance method examines the relationship
between gravity and topography in the spectral domain,
and is sensitive to the elastic thickness of lithosphere
curve is the dichotomy boundary, and the dashed white boxes indicate the
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because the elastic thickness controls the response of the
surface to loads of a given size. Compensation occurs via
isostatic, elastic, or dynamic processes. In general dynamic
processes are not relevant for Mars because of its geologic
inactivity. Admittance Q(k) is the ratio of gravity to
topography and is defined as the transfer function between
the spectral representation of the gravity G(k) and
topography H(k) (Dorman and Lewis, 1970) and assumes
that the lithosphere is laterally isotropic:

GðkÞ ¼ QðkÞ �HðkÞ þNðkÞ,

where k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

x þ k2
y

q
is the two-dimensional wavenumber

2p/l and l is the wavelength (Dorman and Lewis, 1970;
Forsyth, 1985). N(k) is the noise in the data, which is
assumed to be small. In the Cartesian approach, the data
are averaged over discrete wave number bands to prevent
bias by noise. The admittance estimate is written as

QðkÞ ¼
hGH�i

hHH�i
,

with angle brackets indicating averaging over wave number
bands and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The
ratio of the gravity and topography changes depending on
whether the topography is supported by the strength of the
elastic lithosphere, or by variations in subsurface density,
such as crustal thickness changes. Flexural compensation
assumes that loads are partially supported by stresses
within the elastic lithosphere, and partially by deflection of
the lithosphere overlying a fluid asthenosphere. The
relative importance of isostasy versus flexure in compen-
sating loads at a given wavelength depends on the flexural
rigidity D of the elastic plate, given by

D ¼
E T3

e

12ð1� u2Þ
,

where E is the Young’s modulus, u the Poisson’s ratio, and
Te the elastic thickness. A large elastic thickness corre-
sponds to a strong lithosphere in which elastic stress
supports a significant fraction of loading, and small elastic
thickness implies relatively little elastic support of stress.

The standard transfer function for loading of the elastic
lithosphere from above was developed by Banks et al.
(1977):

QTðkÞ ¼ 2prcG
1� e�kZC

1þ Dk4

g Dr

2
4

3
5,

where G is the gravitational constant, ZC the thickness of
the crust, and Dr ¼ rm � rc the density contrast at the
crust mantle boundary. For a bottom-loaded region, the
short wavelength slope is negative because small loads at
depth will produce little surface deformation. An area that
is locally compensated by variations in crustal thickness
has a constant positive slope in the admittance curve. For
bottom-loading the admittance (McNutt, 1983),

QN ðkÞ ¼ 2pGfrc þ ðrm � rcÞ e
�kZc � ½ðDk4

þ rmgÞ=g� e�kZLg.
This generalized form of the bottom-loading equation
includes a second compensation depth ZL below the crust
mantle boundary interface. This depth is typically assumed
to represent the density contrast near the base of the
thermal lithosphere, such as would be due to a low-density
mantle plume pushing up on the lithosphere. As the value
of ZL approaches that of ZC, the effect of the ZL term
becomes small.
For Cartesian datasets, a variety of different methods

are available to minimize aliasing of wavelengths larger
than the box size, such as mirroring the data (e.g., McNutt,
1983) or using multitaper methods (Simons et al., 2000; and
references therein). The multitaper method has been shown
to cause a systematic bias toward low values for high
elastic thicknesses (Te440 km), but is quite accurate for
low elastic thicknesses (Swain and Kirby, 2003). When the
Cartesian method is used in this study, the data are
mirrored to reduce the effects of windowing the data. We
first calculate the observed admittance and then compare it
to the admittance predicted, calculated using the topogra-
phy for each region, and a range of elastic thickness values.
Surface and subsurface loads are deconvolved from the
data for a given elastic thickness, and admittance spectra
are then calculated assuming that the loads are statistically
uncorrelated. The best-fit elastic thickness estimate is that
which yields a minimum root-mean-square error between
the observed and predicted admittance.

3.1. Isostatic and Bouguer anomalies

We calculate Bouguer and isostatic anomalies to
examine the spatial variability in the subsurface structure.
The Bouguer gravity anomaly removes the effect of
topography from the free-air gravity, and the isostatic
anomaly removes the effect of an isostatic crustal layer
from the Bouguer gravity. We calculate the isostatic
anomaly assuming a 50 km thick crustal layer overlying a
mantle that is 600 kg/m3 denser, as well as deviations from
a 50 km thick isostatic layer (Fig. 2). Estimates of the
average global crustal thickness are consistent with 50 km
(see Table 1). Maps of the Bouguer anomalies with
superimposed magnetic anomaly field (Langlais et al.,
2004) are given in Fig. 3.

4. Results

Both the Amenthes and Aeolis regions show positive and
negative isostatic and Bouguer anomalies that straddle the
dichotomy boundary, similar to the Ismenius region
(Smrekar et al., 2004). The isostatic anomalies show similar
patterns. Variations in either the density contrast or the
thickness of the crust will change the absolute amplitude of
the isostatic anomalies, but not their location or relative
amplitudes.
In order to assess the spatial variability of admittance

along the dichotomy boundary, we examine 13 gravity and
topography windows. These windows are spaced at 5–101
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Fig. 2. The isostatic anomaly (in mgal) for Amenthes (top, left) and Aeolis (top, right). Deviations from a 50km thick crust (in km) for Amenthes

(bottom, left) and Aeolis (bottom, right). The dichotomy boundary is the thick black line.

Table 1

Summary of previous results

Reference Longitude Latitude Crustal thickness (km) Elastic thickness (km)

Zuber et al. (2000) Global 44 N/A

Turcotte et al. (2002) Global 90710 90710

Neumann et al. (2004) Global 445 N/A

Smrekar et al. (2004) 50–901E 30–601N 10–30 0–15

Watters (2003) 112–1361E 121S–121N N/A 31–36

Watters and McGovern (2006) 110–1601E 201S–101N N/A �30

Nimmo (2002) 110–2201E 401S–201N 1–75 37–89

Kiefer (2005) 130–1551E 101S–301N 40–60 o 25

Fig. 3. Bouguer anomaly contours (mgals) for the Amenthes region (left) and the Aeolis region (right), superimposed on the radial component of magnetic

field (nT) (Langlais et al., 2004) at an altitude of 160 km in color. Positive Bouguer values are in dashed black lines, negative values are solid black, and 0 is

gray. The dichotomy boundary is the thick black line.
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latitudinal intervals and range from 501 to 1801E with a
minimum box size of 321� 321. The best-fit crustal and
elastic thickness values are 15–40 km and 15–35 km for
Amenthes, and 10–20 km and 10–15 km for Aeolis,
respectively (Table 2). We find a transition from bottom-
loading in the west to top-loading in the east. For Aeolis,
the fit error of 2.3mgal/km for a top-load (Fig. 4, Table 2)
is smaller than the fit error of 3.8mgal/km found using a
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Table 2

Crustal and elastic thickness results with rms errors

Region Crustal

thickness

(km)

Elastic

thickness

(km)

Observed

error

(mgal/km)

Fit error

(mgal/km)

Amenthes 15–40 15–35 5.6 4.7

Aeolis 20 (October) 15 (October) 4.4 2.3

Fig. 4. The observed and predicted admittance with error bars are shown

for the Amenthes (top, left) and the Aeolis regions (bottom, left). The

observed and predicted admittance is indicated by the solid line with

squares and the dashed line with asterisks, respectively. The error analysis

is shown for the Amenthes (top, right), and the Aeolis regions (bottom,

right). The model with the minimum error is marked by ‘X’.
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bottom-load. For Amenthes, bottom-loading gives the best
fit of 5.6mgal/km (Table 2); top-loading also gives a
reasonable fit error of 6.9mgal/km. We tested a smaller
crust mantle density contrast of 400 kg/m3, to determine its
effect on estimated parameters. The best-fit crustal and
elastic thickness estimate was the same, but the error was
increased. The bottom-loading signature is present for
windows containing a broad valley that extends over
1200 km southeast from Isidis. It is not possible to
distinguish whether the bottom-loading is associated with
this valley or with Isidis. Isidis has a bottom-loading
signature with a much higher amplitude (�100mgal/km)
than Amenthes. Amenthes shows low amplitude admit-
tance, which may be influenced by erosion. Although the
volcano Apollinaris Patera is within the region we define as
Aeolis, the top-loading signature also extends into regions
west of Aeolis that exclude the volcano.
Coherence is the statistical relationship between gravity
and topography. We calculated and modeled the coherence
for different ratios of the surface to subsurface load.
However, the gravity and topography data quality and
resolution on Mars is such that coherence cannot be used
to constrain the loading mechanism and elastic thickness.
In their analysis of admittance spectra for Mars, (McGo-
vern et al., 2002) suggest that correlation values greater
than 0.5 imply a viable admittance analysis. The correla-
tion between the gravity and topography for Amenthes and
Aeolis ranges from 0.6 to 0.9.
It is important to understand the biases inherent in

interpreting gravity and topography data in the absence of
ground truth. Numerous studies have investigated the
effects of admittance analysis versus coherence analysis,
filtering methods, spherical harmonic versus Cartesian
geometry, spatial versus spectral analyses (e.g., Forsyth,
1985; McKenzie et al., 2002; Perez-Gussinye et al., 2004;
Wieczorek and Simons, 2005; and references therein). In all
of these studies, the major differences in results for
different approaches occur when the actual elastic thick-
ness estimates are large, which are not relevant to our
results. Given inherent uncertainties, we use a relatively
generous estimate of error. Additionally, our main
objective is to compare estimates of elastic thickness from
region to region in a relative sense rather than interpreting
specific values in detail. Our limited knowledge of both
heat flux and the composition of the Martian crust, and
especially the volatile and radiogenic content, similarly
introduces uncertainty into extrapolation from elastic
thickness to heat flux. We anticipate higher resolution
data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter in 2007,
perhaps to spherical harmonic degree and order 100, which
will make it possible to effectively use coherence and
increase our confidence in absolute values of lithospheric
parameters.

5. Discussion

Our crustal thickness estimates are somewhat lower than
the global averages (Zuber et al., 2000; Neumann et al.,
2004), but are comparable to estimates for the average
thickness of the northern lowlands. These differences are
interesting, but there may not be sufficient information to
determine the source of the difference. Alternative methods
have different biases, but most likely the variations reflect
local compositional variations or a phase transition, such
as a gabbro–eclogite phase transition (Babeyko and
Zharkov, 2000). The significant isostatic anomalies seen
in Amenthes and Aeolis indicate large non-isostatic density
variations and are likely to skew estimates of crustal
thickness. The estimated values of elastic and crustal
thickness for Amenthes and Aeolis overlap within the
errors. The somewhat larger values of elastic and crustal
thickness found at Amenthes may be a result of the
bottom-loading model, which is biased towards larger
values (Petit and Ebinger, 2000).
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Overall, the amount of bottom-loading is greater for
Amenthes, with progressively more top-loading evident to
the east, and a clear top-loading signature for Aeolis. The
bottom-loading signature in Amenthes may be due to a
broad valley within this region, possibly from crustal
thinning and inflow of mantle material associated with
rifting. It may also be influenced by the proximity of the
Isidis impact basin. The bottom-loading could also be a
fossil signature of a thermal anomaly associated with Isidis
or other thermal processes. Amenthes and Aeolis have
different geologic surface units. Amenthes is covered with
volcanic and sedimentary materials, while Aeolis is close to
the Elysium volcanic province as well as Apollinaris Patera
and is covered by lava flows (Tanaka et al., 1992, 2005).
These surface flows may be the source of top-loading in
Aeolis. Aeolis has more plains coverage in the study region.
However, the plains are shown to be dominated by bottom-
loading (Hoogenboom and Smrekar, 2006). Thus, a
nominal plains’ signature is not dominant in the region
we have defined as Aeolis. Like Aeolis, the Ismenius region
also shows a top-loading signature (Smrekar et al., 2004).
The top-loading signature points to a role for near surface
processes, such as igneous intrusion, sedimentation, and
possible serpentinization. Processes such as crustal thin-
ning or thickening, in some cases associated with major
impact craters, or deeper intrusions can produce bottom-
loads. It is likely that both top- and bottom-loading
processes have affected the entire dichotomy region.
Without detailed coherence modeling, we can simply note
which signature is dominant. For low values of elastic
thickness, the fits to the admittance spectra are not
drastically different for the two end member models.
Although the different loading histories are intriguing,
elastic thickness estimates are small, and isostatic compen-
sation cannot be ruled out.

Our estimates of lithospheric properties for this section
of the dichotomy are generally in good agreement with
results from other studies (see Table 1). Nimmo (2002) uses
admittance to obtain crustal and elastic thickness estimates
that are higher than our values, but his study area is
considerably broader and may be influenced by the
highlands and diverse geologic terrains. In addition, he
does not use the windowing applied here. The region Kiefer
(2005) studies is primarily a highlands subsection of our
Amenthes region. His estimate of elastic thickness of
o25 km for this region, obtained using a spatial bottom-
loading model, overlaps with our result. His crustal
thickness is an assumed rather than derived value. Watters
(2003) models lithospheric flexure and estimates an elastic
thickness of 31–36 km for a region analogous to Amenthes,
consistent with our results within the error bars.

The low values of elastic thickness obtained for both
regions are generally consistent with values found for other
Noachian age terrains (McGovern et al., 2002; Watters,
2003; Watters and McGovern 2006; Smrekar et al., 2004;
Kiefer, 2005), and reflect the high heat flow expected early
in Mars’ history. Although the dichotomy boundary has
clearly undergone modification by numerous processes
including erosion, tectonism, cratering, and at least locally,
volcanism, all major surface modifications happened in the
Noachian to early Hesperian, as indicted by crater counts
(Tanaka et al., 1992; McGill and Dimitriou, 1990; Frey,
2006). Major density anomalies along the dichotomy
boundary also suggest that subsurface density variations
have loaded the lithosphere (Smrekar et al., 2004; Kiefer,
2005). Albert and Phillips (2000) demonstrate that flexural
parameters measured at present reflect the lithosphere’s
mechanical response at the time of loading, i.e., the flexure
has been effectively ‘frozen-in’. We expect any viscous
response would have dissipated in the first 1–2Myr after
loading (Watts and Zhong, 2000). Although it is curious
that the elastic and crustal thickness are similar for both
Aeolis and Amenthes, as discussed above, our crustal
thickness estimates are likely affected by numerous subsur-
face density anomalies. Although not likely to be a factor
early in the history of Mars when heat flow was relatively
high, the elastic thickness estimates can also be influenced
by a mantle elastic response (Burov and Diament, 1995;
Guest and Smrekar, 2005).
Prior studies propose a variety of models to explain the

observed gravity anomalies and loading signatures. In
addition to estimating elastic thickness and loading history,
Smrekar et al. (2004) discuss the correlation of geology,
gravity, and magnetic anomalies in the Ismenius region,
which is generally not observed for other regions of Mars.
For example, in the southern highlands large-scale high
amplitude linear magnetic anomalies (Connerney et al.,
1999, 2001) do not correlate with gravity anomalies (Zuber
et al., 2000). Smrekar et al. (2004) note the similarity in the
amplitude and size distribution of the gravity and magnetic
field anomalies in the Ismenius region of the dichotomy.
Their 2D modeling of the gravity and magnetic anomalies
suggests that they may be caused by either correlated or
anti-correlated subsurface bodies, where correlated bodies
imply that the sources for both gravity and magnetic fields
are the same; anti-correlated sources may indicate that the
lithosphere was modified by a process that created a
density contrast, but erased the crust’s magnetism by
heating after the dynamo ceased. They propose various
mechanisms to explain the pattern of gravity and
magnetic anomalies, including igneous intrusions, edge-
driven convection, crustal thinning or thickening, and
hydrothermal alteration. Detailed modeling of the gravity
and magnetic anomalies may provide a means to dis-
criminate among these mechanisms, as will higher resolu-
tion data sets.
Prior gravity and flexure studies of the dichotomy have

been interpreted to indicate a range of processes that have
modified the dichotomy boundary. Watters (2003) and
Watters and McGovern (2006) suggest that volcanic
loading of the lowlands, sedimentary loading and unload-
ing, and planetary contraction may contribute to flexure of
the lithosphere. Watters and McGovern (2006) propose
that overturn of a magma ocean could create a broken
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plate. Kiefer (2005) advocates localized crustal thinning
driven by edge-driven convection, in turn initiated by the
thermal structure created by Utopia and Elysium impact
basins, as a likely explanation for a large, linear positive
gravity anomaly. He infers that igneous intrusion is
unlikely based on the lack of volcanic activity observed
in this area.

Each of these studies advocates a particular interpreta-
tion consistent with their specific analysis. Based on
modeling of the gravity and topography alone, none can
be eliminated. In fact, it is likely that multiple processes
have modified the dichotomy. We find some processes
more plausible than others, particularly when the magnetic
and gravity anomalies are considered. Amenthes and
Aeolis each show local regions of possible correlation
between the gravity and magnetic anomalies. Correlated
magnetic and gravity anomalies will not necessarily lie in
exactly the same location, but may be offset slightly due to
differences in the direction of the magnetization of the
crust imparted by the direction of the ancient magnetizing
field. These correlations are generally more prominent in
the northern lowlands portion of the study areas, perhaps
due to either greater surface erosion, thinner crust, or both.
The observed correlation is stronger for Aeolis, which
could be related to the greater coverage of lowlands area
for Aeolis than for Amenthes. In Amenthes and Aeolis,
higher amplitude gravity and magnetic anomalies are
observed than those in Ismenius. The ratio of magnetic
anomaly to gravity anomaly amplitude remains roughly
constant in each region, although the amplitudes of the
anomalies increase considerably with longitude. Aeolis is
north of the highly magnetized Terra Cimmeria region, and
exhibits the highest amplitude magnetic anomalies of all
three regions. The increase in magnetic anomaly amplitude
towards the Terra Cimmeria region may indicate a
thickening of the source layer; however, the concomitant
increase in gravity anomaly amplitude suggests an ex-
planation in terms of geologic processes that modified the
crust, affecting both the magnetic and density properties
and structure. In all regions, the amplitudes of the
magnetic anomalies rapidly decrease northward into the
lowlands.

A number of studies suggest that the bulk of the crust,
the dichotomy boundary, and the dynamo were all created
in the early part of the Noachian (Zuber, 2001; Solomon
et al., 2005). The low elastic thickness values suggest that
the flexural signature of the dichotomy was determined
early in Mars’ history. This is consistent with image data
showing that the boundary has clearly been modified by
processes such as impact cratering, faulting, erosion, and at
least locally by volcanism during the Noachian (Phillips
et al., 2001; Zuber, 2001; Frey et al., 2002; Frey, 2006;
Solomon et al., 2005) when the elastic thickness was likely
low. The magnetic and gravity anomalies that extend from
the highlands into the lowlands adjacent to the boundary
indicate that the crustal remanent magnetic signature and
density structure of the subsurface is very complex,
reflecting either the original emplacement, or more likely
subsequent modification.
Although the formation mechanism of the dichotomy is

uncertain, it is agreed that it formed in the Noachian,
creating a crustal thickness difference and likely a litho-
spheric thickness difference. The elevation and crustal
thickness difference is capable of producing relaxation of
the boundary for specific thermal and rheological condi-
tions, producing deformation of the surface and subsurface
parallel to the boundary (Guest and Smrekar, 2005).
Relaxation may be responsible for formation of a
topographic bench in the lowlands just north of the
boundary, and various sets of faults that parallel the
boundary in the Ismenius region (Smrekar et al., 2004).
Faulting may influence the magnetic and density structures
via hydrothermal alteration along faults, which can
demagnetize or create magnetic minerals, and affect the
density structure through serpentinization. Edge-driven
convection, which may occur where there is a significant
change in the lithospheric thickness, can create down-
welling on the thin lithosphere side and upwelling on the
thick side, potentially leading to long-term crustal thick-
ness variations.
The wavelength of the Bouguer and isostatic gravity

anomalies and magnetic anomalies in the plains adjacent to
the dichotomy is typically several hundred kilometers,
indicating that local scale processes are important. The one
exception in our study region is the large positive density
anomaly modeled by Kiefer (2005). Thus we infer that in
most areas of the dichotomy boundary, igneous intrusion
or crustal thinning/thickening are likely to have affected
the thermal and density structure, perhaps initiated by
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities, or edge-driven convection.
Kiefer (2005) rejects igneous intrusion based on the lack of
observed volcanism. However, we note that Apollinaris
Patera is located within approximately 250 km of the
boundary, and that geologic mapping reveals numerous
volcanic units (Tanaka et al., 1992, 2005). Hydrothermal
alteration, if present on very large-scales, may also have
contributed (Harrison and Grimm, 2002; Solomon et al.,
2005) to density and magnetic contrasts within the crust.

6. Conclusions

The admittance signatures in our study areas, Amenthes
and Aeolis, as well as in Ismenius (Smrekar et al., 2004),
are relatively uniform along the dichotomy boundary. The
low values of elastic thickness are consistent with the
formation of the dichotomy in the Noachian, when heat
flow was relatively high. The variations in loading
signature, and especially the presence of top-loading,
suggest that additional processes may have acted as loads
on the lithosphere during the Noachian. There is abundant
evidence that erosion and faulting have also modified the
dichotomy, driven by mechanisms such as topographic
relaxation (Guest and Smrekar, 2005; Nimmo, 2005) or
possibly lithospheric flexure (Watters, 2003; Watters and
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McGovern, 2006) or edge-driven convection (Smrekar et
al., 2004; Kiefer, 2005). The bottom-loading signature for
Amenthes may be due to the presence of a broad valley and
may also influence the low elastic thickness estimates from
crustal thinning. The top-loading in Aeolis may be related
to surface volcanic deposits. The similarity in the wave-
length and amplitude of the gravity and magnetic field
anomalies and the constant ratio of the amplitudes of the
anomalies along the dichotomy boundary imply that
smaller scale processes have affected both the density and
magnetization structure in our study area and in Ismenius
(Smrekar et al., 2004). We conclude that igneous intrusion
or crustal thinning/thickening are likely to have affected
the thermal and density structure. If present on a large
scale, hydrothermal alteration may also contribute. Future
work will include detailed geologic studies of Amenthes
and Aeolis, and 3D joint inversion of the gravity and
magnetic fields as described in Milbury et al. (2005). Future
work will use the magnetic field data from the AB and
SPO, and MO phases of the Mars Global Surveyor mission
as a tool to explore the differences in modeling results.
Gravity data will be used to constrain the locations of the
source bodies, due to the better spatial correspondence of
the gravity anomalies and sources than the magnetic
sources and anomalies. This may provide greater insight
into processes creating gravity and magnetic anomalies,
loading sources, and modification of the dichotomy.
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